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“As we practise social isolation and physical distancing, all
our immediate plans on hold, including time-out for
holidays and travel – now more than ever, I felt the need to
provide a portal for transformation and healing through art.
HOLIDAY DREAMING is not solely about escapism – it’s
about awakening our collective imagination to envision the
dawning of a better day.”
– Curator, Kitty Clark

HOLIDAY DREAMING is a collaborative exploration of the unique,
individual and also universal experience and aesthetic of holidays. Whether
it be holidaying at home in our own sanctuary, a salty coastal getaway on
the Australian coast, a Mediterranean resort or immersing yourself in the
culture of an exotic country – the menu for travel destinations has endless
possibilities because of our insatiable appetite to get-away.
The works examine the wistful essence and idyllic nature of holidays as well
as our explorations and treasures within these holiday experiences. Like
postcards from the collective consciousness of dreamy, distant memories –
distilled moments, the essence of a destination, the crisp recollections of
beautiful places and welcoming people when we are away from our frazzled
day-to-day, not distracted and fully present. Some of the works even
examine the way we experience some moments of our day-to-day could be
viewed as ‘pocket-holidays’ depending on perspective.
Drawing from our most treasured memories of family holidays from our
childhood in particular, as well as more recent sojourns can continue to
nourish us now. HOLIDAY DREAMING is the sharing of the essence of a
collective of such memories for your sustenance at this time.
Saint Cloche proudly celebrates the diverse creative talents of Bettina
Willner-Browne, Melinda Marshman, Milly Dent. Nick Goodger, Carissa
Karamarko, Claudia ‘Pops’ Bagnall and Daniel McClellan – as together we
reveal to you – HOLIDAY DREAMING…..

holiday
dreaming
Curated by Kitty Clark
FEATURED ARTISTS
• Bettina Willner-Browne (Ceramics) @bettina_wb
• Carissa Karamarko (Paintings) @carissakaramarko
• Claudia ‘Pops’ Bagnall (Paintings) @pppopssss
• Daniel McClellan (Paintings) @de_ja_mu
• Melinda Marshman (Paintings) @melindamarshmanartist
• Milly Dent (Ceramics) @millydent
• Nick Goodger (Paintings) @nicholasgoodger

BETTINA WILLNER-BROWNE
Bettina Willner-Browne’s studio practice is an enquiry in
clay and life – she makes objects in the ceramic medium. In
1991 Bettina graduated from a Bachelor of Art at Monash
University and has since exhibited in commercial and
public galleries across Australia. Previous Art Fair in 2018,
Spring 1883 Dutton (New York) presentation, Melbourne.
Bettina’s practice considers the connection between
material, form, nature, architecture and memory within
contemporary ceramics. Organic structures, textural and
goldene glazes are characteristic of her sculptural pieces,
and in combination, produce objects that sit between
sculpture, painting and drawing.
“To see or imaging in sleep or in dreaming.
Bleached broken coral beaches, rock pools, blush
sandstone, soft golden light, water, in and out of conscious
thought. This body of work imagines coral-like architecture
as standing in for limbs, the body, time and memory. The
works are both ancient and alive – I borrow openly from
diﬀerent times, continents and personal identities.”
@bettina_wb

Cubist Cut-Out
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Stain
H46 x W24 x D15cm
$1600

Closer To The Moon
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Stain
H56 x W21 x D10cm
$1800

Eclipse
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Stain
H46 x W25 x D14.5cm
$1600

Spaces In Between
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Stain
H41.5 x W24 x D13.5cm
$1400

Fontana di speranza
(Fountain of hope)
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Lustre
H21 x W13 x D9.5cm
$795

Fontana el mondo
(World fountain)
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Lustre
H19.5 x W11.5 x D9.5cm
$770

La Fontana della gente
(The Peoples fountain)
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Lustre
H19 x W10 x D8cm
$765

La mia Fontana dal cuore spezzato (My broken heart fountain)
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Lustre
H20 x W12 x D8cm
$775

Fontana Minuta
(Petite fountain)
Hand built, Stoneware, Glaze, Lustre
H14 x W12 x D9.5cm
$640

CARISSA KARAMARKO
Carissa Karamarko is an emerging artist from Sydney whose
artistic career was born through converging paths of music and
design. Her work is inspired by journals, process diaries and
scenes of daily life, and underpinned by an intuitive investigation
of objects, colours, textures and her own emotions. Her work is
defined by a whimsical yet layered homage to the reverence
and tradition of a still life.
In 2018, Carissa was a finalist in the Geelong Contemporary Art
Award & Exhibition, Muswellbrook Art Prize & Exhibition,
Mosman Art Prize & Exhibition and Kangaroo Valley Art Prize.
In 2019 she was a finalist on the Waverley Art Prize.
“Delicately imbued with soft, creamy sunset hues, “Holiday Stills”
celebrates objects through the lens of the European summer.
Drawing upon my travels through France and Malta, the works
evoke days of devouring novels by the sundrenched seaside,
exploring cities, the glare of heated white stone paving and
retiring to the holiday table as the sun dissolves into the evening.
The paintings lead the viewer through a scale of sunset hues,
punctuated by expressive brush strokes to reveal and conceal
equally, baring peachy summer moments enveloped by shades of
azure conjuring the gently lapping ocean.”
@carissakaramarko

St Julian's
Oil on cotton Framed in Tasmanian Oak
41 x 31 cm Framed
$700

Epernay
Oil on cotton Framed in Tasmanian Oak
41 x 31 cm Framed
$700

Cannes
Oil on cotton Framed in Tasmanian Oak
41 x 31 cm Framed
$700

CLAUDIA ‘POPS’ BAGNALL
Claudia ‘Pops’ Bagnall (b.1990) is a multi-disciplinary artist from
Sydney who in 2012, completed her Bachelor of Fine Art at the
UNSW Art & Design in Sculpture, Performance and Installation. In
her final year, she was awarded the Art & Australia prize for
sculpture. In 2013, Pops undertook a four-month artist residency in
Alice Springs where she was granted a studio space at Watch
This Space gallery. While living in Alice Springs she worked for
Talapi Gallery, who specialised in exhibiting Indigenous artists and
supported Aboriginal art centres in remote communities. Pops
took part in the Advocate Art award at the Araluen Centre and
was awarded the Alice Springs Advocate award for drawing.
Since returning to Sydney, Pops has continued her painting and
sculpture practice in shared studios in Erskineville and
Marrickville. Pops has had two solo exhibitions and been included
in several group shows around Sydney.
“I have an uninhibited and experimental approach to painting.
You can see this particularly in my playful everyday approach to
materials. This series of works follow the careful gestures, breath
like trails of spray paint running through space. The material is led
across the surface, gently guided by restraint but at moments also
encouraged to run free. Wet paint is smeared and scratched back
into disrupting and exciting an otherwise opaque surface. Washed
out, worn and glowing the surfaces look almost sun-baked and at
ease. They appear to be confident and sure of themselves, as if
they’ve just been on holiday.”
@pppopssss

In the end, 2019
spray paint, gloss medium on canvas
31 x 41cm
$600

Eyes on the back of her head, 2019
spray paint, acrylic on canvas
51 x 61cm
$800

Time after time after time after time, 2019
oil, spray paint on board
41 x 51cm
$750

Sweet heart, 2019
spray point on plaster
14 x 17cm
$200

Close your tired eyes and look at the sun, 2019
plaster, spray paint, sponge on found board
40 x 53cm
$700

DANIEL MCCLELLAN
Daniel McClellan (b.1993) is a Sydney based artist who is primarily
concerned with the painting’s relationship to itself and the world.
After completing his BFA at National Art School in 2017, Daniel
worked towards establishing a practice that would give him the
freedom to keep his work evolving, while remaining cohesive.
Working serially along a spectrum from observation to pure
abstraction, Daniel views each composition as a step in an everevolving puzzle that are parts of a larger whole.
Daniel is interested in seeing the diverse outcomes possible given a
tight system, and how diverse outcomes can sit together and aﬀect
each other. His practice is informed by ideas from mathematics,
physics, music and philosophy. He had his first solo show at the end
of 2019, and it was titled ‘fischerandom’ after a variant of chess,
something he views as a great analogy for painting. Since then, he
has been busy in the studio, continuing his painting practice as well
as commencing studies in Physics in 2020.
“This current body of work is based on marks and patterns found in
the wood-grain I paint on. These are the initial cues for a
composition, until eventually the composition asserts itself and I
follow it. Vestiges of places I have been and things I have seen
seep into my painterly amble across the surface. The start of each
painting is like being somewhere new, and the painting at the end
tells of where I went.”
@de_ja_mu

HDDM1
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM2
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM3
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM4
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM5
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM6
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM7
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM8
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM9
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM10
Oil on board
24 x 30cm
$350

HDDM11
Oil on board
40 x 50cm
$600

HDDM12
Oil on board
40 x 50cm
$600

HDDM13
Oil on board
40 x 50cm
$600

MELINDA MARSHMAN
Melinda Marshman is a Sydney-based painter recognised for her
spare and evocative style. She has a strong interest in recording
the small and often ordinary moments in life that when closely
observed and recorded can become as monumental as the grand
moments. The landscape in particular, is a subject she returns to
for its vivid visual and rich sensory potential. Since graduating
from the National Art School in 2014 (BFA HONS), Melinda has
held three solo exhibition in Sydney, and been included in several
group exhibitions. She was awarded a residency at the Cite
Internationale des Artes, Paris (2015) and undertook a NG Art
creative residency in Provence (2018). She has been a finalist in
numerous awards and her work is held in The National Art School
archival collection and private collections in Australia and the US.
In her current body of work, Melinda is exploring fragments of
water surface, edges, planes, shadowy depths and reflections
observed in a poolside space and finding the hidden beauty in
that familiar body of enclosed water – a pool. Unified by a cool,
crisp palette of aqua, azure blues, cobalt, whites and mint, these
paintings awaken the sense and capture emotive memories of
holiday ease and warm lazy days, whilst highlighting the beauty
and potential of the fleeting moment, and the shifting luminous
colour that dances within that space. It takes a state of being
‘abstracted’ that is to have a degree of absence of mind for a
state of true ‘presence’ to occur. In this state things can be seen
anew, and beauty is everywhere.
@melindamarshmanartist

Pool No. 1
Oil on polyester (framed)
84 x 107cm
$2,590

Pool No. 2
Oil on polyester (framed)
84 x 107cm
$2,590

Pool No. 3
Oil on polyester (framed)
84 x 107cm
$2,590

Pool No. 4
Oil on polyester (framed)
51 x 41cm
$890

Pool No. 6
Oil on polyester (framed)
41 x 51cm
$890

Pool No. 7
Oil on polyester (framed)
41 x 31cm
$800

Pool No. 8
Oil on polyester (framed)
51 x 41cm
$890

Pool No. 5
Oil on polyester (framed)
84 x 107cm
$2,590

MILLY DENT
Milly Dent is a Sydney based ceramic artist whose work explores
the material of porcelain through uniquely handcrafted, exclusive
ceramic goods. In her recent sculptural work, Milly continues to
investigate porcelain, through a series that bonds perpendicular
lines with balanced and fluid clay bodies. Exploring this
dichotomy, she examines light and shadow through sculptural
ceramic form. Milly’s work is a continued study of the intimate,
tangible and ever challenging nature of porcelain. Milly has taken
part in 7 group showings at Saint Cloche, and three solo. Milly
has recently returned from an Art Residency in Jingdezhen, the
birthplace of porcelain in the world some 2000 years ago, after
completing artist residency with the support of the Ian Potter
Cultural Trust. Milly is Interested in China’s rich porcelain history
and its influence on contemporary practice.
“Code Cobalt is a series of striking porcelain vases I crafted on
my recent residency in Jingdezhen, China. Those days in the
China heat, working in communal studios, walking to public kilns
to fire work, and meeting local artists seems like something of a
distant memory. I was meant to be currently pursuing my second
residency in this birthplace of porcelain.
In Code Cobalt I use striking glassy Jingdezhen glazes on profiles
inspired by traditional Chinese vessel and vase forms. Each vessel
is connected to their shadow, which was traced and cast into a
porcelain slab at certain times of the day. The vases themselves
appear squashed flat, and invites the viewer to question their own
assumptions of depth and distance.”
@millydent

10.12am
Super White Porcelain, Cobalt Glaze
11 x 14 x 14cm
$490

9.55am
Super White Porcelain, Cobalt Glaze
22 x 15 x 21cm
$670

3.51pm
Super White Porcelain, Cobalt Glaze
30 x 27 x 25cm
$700

3.07pm
Super White Porcelain, Cobalt Glaze
19 x 21 x 23cm
$670

4.03pm
Super White Porcelain, Cobalt Glaze
25 x 17 x 18cm
$670

NICHOLAS GOODGER
Nicholas Goodger is a Sydney-based artist specialising in Sign
Painting. His love for traditional sign writing and his gravitation
toward the charm of Mid-Century lettering, illustration and printed
ephemera permeate his artwork.
Nick’s passion for lettering and language has developed into work
focussed on a combination of considered words, intentioned to invoke
certain feelings from the viewer, while they leave the door open for
interpretation. His clean lines, brush techniques and playful naivety
illustrate the uniqueness in each person. Nick’s work is evocative,
optimistic, confident and content.
This body of work is centred around his appreciation for local
architecture, spotting interesting building facades in plain sight and
the silhouettes embracing the skyline. Isolating specific compositions
and elements with the urban landscape, his work echoes the calm of
a sunrise walk, the balmy summer breeze, looking upward.
“The works are simplistic in their aesthetic; the restraint reflective of
the holiday mindset; warm, clean, uncluttered. The use of shape and
layers breathe dimension into the wooden pieces while sun-filled skies
juxtapose lettered phrases. These pieces are based on the tiny
holidays we experience day-to-day, a peaceful moment to yourself,
the quiet of nature, beckoning from outside your own windowsill.”
@nicholasgoodger

Wind Down
Acrylic on MDF
3cm D x 38cm W x 61cm L
$990

Stay
Acrylic on MDF
2cm D x 56cm Wx 63 cm L
$850

Slow point
Acrylic on MDF
2cm D x 38cm W x 61cm L
$850
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